RETAIL WARRANTY REIMBURSEMENT:
What Every Illinois Dealer Should Know About
the January 1st, 2022 Statutory Amendment

OVERVIEW

1. Statutory vs. Manufacturer Filings –
What’s the difference ?
2. Legal details – What’s new in the Illinois
Statute?
3. What’s in it for me?
4. Best practices for maximizing your
potential return

AS FACTORIES CUT DEALER MARGINS AT EVERY TURN,
RETAIL WARRANTY REIMBURSEMENT HELPS RECOVER LOST PROFITS
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STATUTORY FILING

•

Warranty Reimbursement at Retail enables
dealers to receive reimbursement for
warranty parts and labor at retail customer
rates

•

This can make a difference of hundreds of
thousands of dollars in net profit for your
dealership

•

Illinois now provides Statutory filing
guidelines that will make you more gross
profit on every warranty repair

•

This is different from the traditional market
area labor rate request and also provides for
parts at the same mark up as retail

(WARRANTY REIMBURSEMENT
AT RETAIL)

Retail Customer
Rates

OEM
Rates

1.

LEGAL DETAILS

2.
3.

4.

5.

Reimbursement rates for Warranty work were
initially established by the Manufacturer as
“reasonable”
Challenged by dealers in all 50 states as
unreasonable compared to retail rates
Illinois dealers are now entitled to the same
labor rates and parts mark-up on warranty
work as on customer pay
The law allows you to “apply” for an increase
from current warranty parts reimbursement
markup and labor rate.
Illinois allows you to file for parts twice per
calendar year and labor once per calendar
year.

1.
2.

ILLINOIS
STATUTE
AMENDMENTS

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2022

3.

4.

5.

6.

Elimination of Surcharges or any other cost
recovery strategies by the manufacturer.
Utilization of agreed upon retail labor time
guides or 1.5 times Warranty LTG times for
submitted claims
Reimbursement for technician time spent
communicating with Technician Assistance
Centers/Engineering or some external
manufacturer source in order to provide a
warranty repair (including hold time)
Entire engine and transmission assemblies are
reimbursed at a markup of cost plus 30% - not
your average retail markup.
Submission frequency remains at once per
calendar year for labor and twice per calendar
year for parts
Insertion of “reasonableness” language
concerning requested warranty parts markups but
excludes labor rates

RETAIL WARRANTY
REIMBURSEMENT
•

Many state Statutes have been in place for many years and our
experience indicates the following:

•

30% of dealers have never filed under statutory guidelines

•

70% of dealers have filed, but not maximized their results

•

80% of dealers fail to file on an annual basis

•

If you’re not getting the following – you have left money on
the table
•

•

Cost + 70-75% or more on parts
Average warranty labor reimbursement at 93-95%
of your current Retail Door Rate.

XYZ Ford

ADDITIONAL PROFIT
OPPORTUNITY
•

•

Average Medium –Large
Dealership
Most of this gross falls to the
bottom line as net profit!

Before

With RWR
Increases

Warranty Parts
Sales

$1,046,229

$1,366,480

Warranty Parts
Gross

$312,338

$585,634

Warranty Parts
Gross %

29.8%
Cost + 40%

43.0%
Cost +
75.4%

Warranty Labor
Sales

$1,184,784

$1,322,140

Warranty Labor
Hours

9889

9889

Warranty labor
Rate

$119.81

$133.70

Yearly Profit
Increase

Projected
Gross Profit
Increase

$273,296

$137,356

$410,652

THE ANALYSIS PREPARATION
Analyze Data To
Determine Best
Repair Order
Sequence

Extract Required
Number Of Repair
Orders (1,000 to
3,000)

Identify required
number of
“qualified” repair
orders by reviewing
every RO

Validate that
parts used are
OEM part
numbers

Validate that each
qualified repair
order complies with
State Statute

Calculate the parts
markup and labor
rate for each
qualified repair

Calculate the
overall parts markup
and labor rate for
all qualified repair
orders

Proof entire
analysis and
submit to
manufacturer

THE ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS

Notify the manufacturer that you are going to file

SUBMITTING YOUR
CLAIM
Open up
communications

•
•
•

Generate points of
contact

Sending proper notification to the
manufacturer with appropriate legal details
Submission perfection is mandatory – or it
will be rejected
Unless you have extensive experience
preparing Statutory Submissions, mistakes
are likely

.

MAXIMIZING YOUR
RESULTS

Based on the initial analysis

.

File for
increases now

.

Adjust your pricing
strategy on Retail
Parts and Labor and
delay your filing

During that delay period…
• Develop a plan to increase your
margins on customer pay work
• Perform a competitive market
analysis
• Identify ways to improve margins
based on that market analysis
• Implement your strategy and
monitor performance
• Should I implement a Parts
Matrix and/or Labor Pricing
Grid?

RETAINING A PROFESSIONAL SAVES TIME AND GETS
INCREASED PROFITS SOONER FOR DEALERS

Repair Collection &
Analysis
TEAM OF ANALYSTS

Submission

Legal Response to
OEM’s
TEAM OF ATTORNEYS

➢ Data obtained via remote access.

➢ Review responses from OEM’s

➢ Streamlined collection of
thousands of customer repair
orders for review.
➢ Preparation of hundreds of pages
of documentation

➢ Identify errors in OEM
interpretation in state laws
➢ Prepare Replies to OEM’s

➢ Advise/lead clients on OEM negotiation

ALWAYS USE LEGAL
COUNSEL TO SUBMIT
YOUR APPLICATIONS
•

Applying for Retail Warranty
Reimbursement is a Legal Process

•

Navigating and following state statute is
essential

•

Begin with a request that complies with
the state statute

•

The Manufacturer will know that you
have retained a professional to prepare
your submission

COMMON OBJECTIONS FOR APPLYING FOR
RETAIL WARRANTY REIMBURSEMENT

“I’m Afraid of Retaliation”

“We Can Do It Ourselves”

➢ 50 states have retail
reimbursement statutes
➢ This is “routine”
business for the
Manufacturers
➢ We monitor our
submissions and have
no reports of
retaliation, including
audits or inventory
allocation issues.

➢ Staff loses time from their
everyday responsibilities
➢ Staff lacks experience with
Statutes and OEM process
➢ Staff cannot maximize
parts/labor revenue or address
legal objections

MAXIMIZING YOUR RESULTS
Here are some tips that will help maximize your results:
•

Limit or eliminate discounts on retail repair type work.

•

If you do any discounting, discount the parts when applying
for labor and discount labor when applying for parts.

•

Clearly label the discount as either parts or labor and apply it
to the specific repair line, not the entire repair order.

•

Consider adjusting technician flag time on battery
replacement to 0.2 – 0.3 at your full retail rate.

•

Consider adjusting technician flag time on brake pad and
rotor machining to 1.2 hours at your full retail rate (Many
manufacturers recognize brake work as a qualified repair).

•

Install bulbs at full retail with reduced labor times.

MAXIMIZING YOUR RESULTS
Here are some tips that will help maximize your results:
•

Alignments are included when necessary to complete a
qualified repair so always include the alignment with the
repair at your full retail rate, not as a separate discounted
operation.

•

Some manufacturers require inclusion of routine alignments
so consider adjusting the technician flag time and labor
charge.

•

Some manufacturers require inclusion of wiper blades. Install
them with no labor charge and at full price for the parts.

•

Charge your full retail rate for any diagnostic work, no
problem found or declined repairs

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

Filing a statutory increase for Warranty
Parts and Labor is your choice
If you haven’t done so – it could mean
hundreds of thousands of dollars of
additional gross profit
Optimize your pricing strategy to
maximize your results
Use a vendor with extensive Legal &
Fixed Operations experience
Once approved, this increase will drive
significant profits (most falls to net profit)
now and forever!
It’s your money. You earned it.

ANY QUESTIONS?

